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Abstract—Transport Layer Security 1.3 is the latest version
available. This protocol is widely used in Internet security, present
in more than 60% of all Internet connections based on HTTPS.
Quantum computers are a new computational paradigm that
threatens information security as we know it, solving mathe-
matical problems used in current cryptography in polynomial
time or providing quadratic acceleration for brute force attacks.
This paper highlights the quantum threat to Transport Layer
Security, focusing on public key cryptography, exposes threat
scenarios, propose a detailed attack model to the protocol, shows
expected storage requirements to store-now-decrypt-later attacks,
and explores ways to mitigate these quantum threats.

Index Terms—Quantum Computing; Transport Layer Security
(TLS) 1.3; Store-Now-Decrypt-Later.

I. INTRODUCTION

Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.3 is a notorious Internet
security protocol, present in more than 60% of all Internet con-
nections based on HTTPS [1][2]. TLS is the de-facto standard
for securing applications like web servers, browsers, e-mails,
messaging, and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), providing
end-to-end secure channels with confidentiality, integrity pro-
tection, peer authentication, Forward Secrecy (FS), and other
[3] guarantees. TLS, like many security protocols, uses Public
Key Cryptography (PKC) in its design, for example, for peer
authentication and Key Exchange (KEX).

Quantum Computers (QCs) are a threat to PKC since 1994,
when Shor’s algorithm [4] presented ways to solve the integer
factorization problem and Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP)
with an exponential speedup [5]. For symmetric cryptography,
the threat is also present with Grover’s 1996 [6] search
algorithm, capable to perform a brute force attack on a size
n list with only n1/2 steps, while a classical computer needs
about n/2 steps for the same task [7].

It is difficult to say when QCs will be ready to break the
cryptographic systems we know today. A good guess is about
15 years or less [8]. However, even if the QCs are not yet
available, we cannot ignore their threat, as the encrypted data
can be stored now and decrypted when the QCs are ready. This
process is called “Store-Now-Decrypt-Later” (SNDL) [9].

It is, then, strikingly important to understand the threat to
TLS before the arrival of QCs. For this reason, this paper:

• exposes the quantum threat specifically on TLS 1.3,
modeling the steps necessary to perform an attack on the
PKC;

• predicts the storage requirements for a SNDL attack;

• explores possible threat actors, their capabilities, and
post-quantum stages; and

• presents mitigation techniques.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the

TLS 1.3 protocol; Section III explores quantum computers and
algorithms relevant to perform an attack on PKC; Section IV
models the quantum threat on TLS; Section V presents ap-
proximate resources for a SNDL attack; Section VI discuss
ways to mitigate the threat; and Section VII is a conclusion.

II. TLS 1.3 PROTOCOL

TLS is a secure communication protocol, developed
throughout the years, with the current version (1.3) defined
in RFC 8446 [3]. The protocol is divided in three parts: the
handshake protocol, where most of the PKC operations are
employed; the record protocol, securing the application data
with symmetric encryption; and the alert protocol, responsible
for triggering error messages and counter actions. We focus on
the TLS 1.3 handshake messages in this section, since this part
is vulnerable to attacks on PKC, except for the Post-Handshake
Authentication mode. They are detailed below.

• ClientHello: the first message, sent by the client, to
start the TLS handshake. It includes a random nonce, pro-
tocol versions, list of supported cryptographic algorithms,
and extensions. Example extensions are: the keyshare,
used to carry an Eliptic-Curve Diffie-Hellman Exchange
(ECDHE) public key, and the pre_shared_key, car-
rying Pre-Shared Key (PSK) labels.

• ServerHello: This message contains a random nonce,
the negotiated algorithms, and extensions. Depending
on the extensions that the client has sent in the
ClientHello, the server replies accordingly. Again,
examples include a keyshare containing an ECDHE
public key, and the selected PSK label, depending on
what the client demanded. After the ServerHello is
received, the client and server can derive symmetric keys
for encrypting their application data.

• Authentication messages: The most common use case is
server authentication (see Figure 1), but client authenti-
cation, although optional, can be used (see Figure 2). The
messages used for certificate-based authentication are:

– Certificate: this message comprises a set of
certificate(s) that identifies one TLS peer. Servers
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send this message if not authenticating by PSK.
Clients can authenticate as well and in the mutual
authentication scenarios they also send their certifi-
cate with this message type;

– CertificateVerify: this message comprises a
digital signature on the TLS handshake transcript.
The transcript is a hash of the handshake messages.
CertificateVerify is sent only if not authen-
ticating by PSK; and

– Finished: concludes the handshake. Both peers
send this message for two purposes: integrity check
and key confirmation. A Finished is an HMAC
of the handshake transcript, using keys derived af-
ter the KEX (ClientHello, ServerHello) so
that each peer can verify that they have established
symmetric keys correctly.

• EncryptedExtensions: this message carries addi-
tional server parameters as extensions that are not ap-
pended to the ServerHello because they are sent
encrypted to the client.

• NewSessionTicket: this optional message is sent
by the server for the Session Resumption feature. After
establishing a handshake, the server can optionally send
this message, which contains the information required to
derive a new PSK. The new PSK can be used for re-
suming the TLS connection (called Session Resumption),
avoiding a complete handshake.

It is worthy to note that all handshake messages are en-
crypted using keys derived from the ECDHE (or PSK) process,
except ClientHello and ServerHello. Depending on
the scenario, some messages are used in contrast to others.
The scenarios of Authentication in TLS 1.3 handshakes are
[3]: Certificate-based, in which either Server-only or Mutual
Authentication types are offered; and Pre-shared-key (PSK),
either by Session Resumption or Out-Of-Band (OOB) PSK
which authenticates the parties for the session.

Figure 1 shows two types of handshake authentication:
Certificate-based and PSK-mode (in a session resumption).
The first type is more commonly used, such as in a first-time
interaction between the peers. In the PSK-mode, no certifi-
cates are sent. Normally, the PSK-mode saves communication
bandwidth, but it requires a previous handshake to establish
the PSK (or an OOB method). Additionally, a PSK allows
sending Zero Round Trip Time Resumption (0-RTT) data,
which means that application data is sent together with the
ClientHello but encrypted using a PSK established in a
previous handshake (or by OOB). Note that PSK can be used
in conjunction to ECDHE, allowing Forward Secrecy (RFC
8446, Section E.1 [3]).

Figure 2 shows the scenarios for client authentication. The
server can request the client certificate and corresponding
signature within the handshake (Mutual Authentication) or
after the handshake, depending on the desired policy. For ex-
ample, the server can establish the handshake, at its discretion,
without client authentication, or abort the connection.

Fig. 1. TLS 1.3 Handshake Authentication types.

Fig. 2. TLS 1.3 Client Authentication types.

TLS 1.3 implements a key-derivation method called Key
Schedule, responsible for deriving and updating encryption
keys, and based on the OPTLS protocol [10]. Basically, it
takes as input a shared secret after the KEX process and uses
a key derivation method to derive new secrets that will then
be derived into keying material for encryption. Each type is
used for a particular purpose and has different input labels. For
example, the keys for encrypting client-to-server are different
from the keys used to server-to-client application messages.

III. QUANTUM COMPUTER AND ALGORITHMS

In general, a QC is a computer that takes advantage of
quantum mechanics for its computation. A quantum bit (qubit)
is a linear combination of two states — ground and excited,
hence represented by |ψ⟩ = a |0⟩ + b |1⟩, being on state 0,
on state 1, or in a superposition of both states in its quantum
state. After measurement, the qubit’s wave function collapses
to one of the two states [7][11]. When measuring a qubit, the
probabilities of it to collapse to state 0 or state 1 must sum
1, so we say it is normalized, |a|2 + |b|2 = 1. A quantum
register is a physical system containing a set of qubits in
sequence. The state of a quantum register is a tensor product
of the states of each qubit within: |q⟩ = |q1⟩ ⊗ |q0⟩ =
c00 |00⟩+ c01 |01⟩+ c10 |10⟩+ c11 |11⟩ [11].

A circuit model QC uses the initial state of a quantum
register as the input (usually a sequence of qubits in the ground
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state). Then, a number of gates (G) are applied to the quantum
register to perform a computational step. After a sequence of
computational steps is finished, the result is measured as the
output. When the last gate is applied, the quantum register
goes to state |qn⟩ = Gn |qn−1⟩ [11].

Another model of quantum computation is quantum anneal-
ing or adiabatic quantum computing. This type of computation
is very suitable for optimization (minimization) problems of
a cost function. It functions by preparing an initial quantum
register in equal superposition of all configurations. Then
an adiabatically slow time evolution of the state is applied,
changing the system to a final Hamiltonian, from which the
solution can be extracted [12][13].

In quantum cryptanalysis, the most discussed algorithm is
Shor’s algorithm. A period finding algorithm that provides
an exponential speedup for solving factorization and DLP
based problems [7][14] with some newer implementations
extending its usability to ECDLP [15][16]. However, there
are some challenges in implementing it. The most economic
implementation of Shor’s algorithm requires 2n + 1 qubits
and roughly n3 log n gates to factorize an n-bits long number
[17]. It means the most economic implementation of Shor’s
algorithm in terms of the number of qubits will require 4097
stable qubits and billions of gates to break a 2048-bits Rivest-
Shamir-Adleman (RSA) key, still far beyond the current IBM’s
433-qubits universal QC Osprey. And even the 4158-qubits
QC IBM has plans to release in 2025 [18] will not be enough
due to errors, what can be mitigated executing the calculations
multiple times or combining circa 1568 noisy qubits into each
perfect logical qubit [19]. Another thing to consider is the gate
time, which depends on the technology used. On average, a
superconductor QC has a gate time of 25 ns, one built on
neutral atoms has a gate time of 19 µs, and one built on
trapped ions has a gate time of 32 µs [20]. It is clear that
the key length to decrypt does change the final execution time
by raising the number of gates. If the execution time is longer
than the coherence time of the qubits, it will not be able to
complete the algorithm.

There are also implementations of factoring algorithms us-
ing adiabatic QC that presented good results [21][22][23], and
implementations to solve the discrete logarithm problem using
adiabatic QC as well [24]. Table I, adapted from [14][17][25],
shows some of the best achievements in factoring RSA public
keys for quantum computers.

TABLE I. Achievements in factoring RSA public keys.

Year Key Length Algorithm
2001 4 bits Shor
2012 5 bits Shor
2012 16 bits Adiabatic
2016 18 bits Adiabatic
2018 19 bits Adiabatic
2019 20 bits Adiabatic
2020 41 bits Adiabatic

IV. THREAT MODEL AND ATTACK SCENARIOS

We hereby use the terms “pre-quantum era” for the era
we are now, when quantum computers are still not powerful
enough for an effective break on cryptography, and “post-
quantum era” for the time after t, when the quantum computers
will be already an effective threat. Following the idea of [25],
it is possible to name a few quantum threat actors. For a better
modeling, it is necessary to subdivide the post-quantum era in
three:

• Initial post-quantum era: QCs are slow, gate times are
high, and coherence times are low. Only a few qubits are
available. The cost to perform an attack is high, and the
skill level necessary is also high.

• Intermediate post-quantum era: The quantum hard-
ware, price, and skill level to perform an attack are at
an intermediate stage.

• Advanced post-quantum era: The QC is fully estab-
lished and available. The cost to perform and attack is
low and the wide range of algorithms, frameworks, and
libraries available make the skill level necessary for an
attack much lower.

The threat actors can also be further divided according to the
total resources available for an attack, in terms of money and
number of personnel. Governments and large organizations
play the biggest threat here, followed by hacker groups and
small organizations, and an individual playing the smallest
threat. Each one of the threat actors also have a certain skill
level (3, 2, 1, or no threat) on applying quantum algorithms on
cryptographic scheme and other skills relevant for a security
attack. Table II correlates threat actors and skill levels to the
respective post-quantum era at which they become a threat.
From the table, it is clear to see that threat actors with more
available resources and skill level become a threat earlier.

TABLE II. Correlating threat actors and its skills to post-quantum era.

Available Resources Skill Level Becomes a Threat at Which
Post-Quantum Era?

Governments and 3 Initial
Large Organizations 2 Intermediate

1 Advanced
Hacker Groups and 3 Intermediate
Small Organizations 2 Advanced

1 ∞
Individuals 3 Advanced

2 ∞
1 ∞

For a prediction of the time t, which is the threshold from
the pre-quantum to the post-quantum era, a big number of the
respondents in [8] came up with 15 years or less as the time
we have left within the pre-quantum era. So, it is plausible to
think that the post-quantum era will begin before 2038.

Two main capabilities of a quantum attacker on TLS are
impersonation and breaking confidentiality. Impersonation is
the capability a threat actor has to authenticate as another client
or as another server; and breaking confidentiality means the
threat actor is able to read confidential messages. The attacker
can also perform the attack in two different ways: passive,
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listening to the network channel; and active, modifying the
communication. With this in mind, impersonation will always
be an active attack, whilst breaking confidentiality can be both.

A quantum attack on TLS 1.3 should follow these steps
to break confidentiality, on each one of the handshake types
(Figures 1 and 2):

• Certificate-based (server):
1) collect Client and ServerHello (CH and SH,

respectively), extracting the public keys epkCH and
epkSH present in keyshare messages;

2) use Shor’s algorithm for ECDLP to break the KEX:
it computes the private key from epkch or epksh in
order to recover the ephemeral private key; and

3) use the recovered ephemeral key to derive the
symmetrical keys, using the TLS Key Schedule [3]
(Section 7), allowing to decrypt the whole commu-
nication.

• Mutual Authentication: same as previous.
• Post-Handshake Auth.: same as previous.
• PSK-based resumption:

1) use the steps 1-3 above on the First Handshake
(right part of Figure 2);

2) use the recovered ephemeral key to derive the sym-
metrical keys used throughout the communication;

3) decrypt the NewSessionTicket message, recov-
ering the ticket information (such as nonces and
labels);

4) use the recovered information to derive the resump-
tion PSK; and

5) use the PSK to derive the second handshake’s
(Session Resumption) symmetrical keys, allowing to
violate confidentiality of the resumed connection.

To achieve impersonation, a quantum attacker has to follow
these steps:

• Certificate-Based (server):
1) collect Client and ServerHello, extracting

the public keys epkCH and epkSH present in
keyshare messages;

2) use Shor’s algorithm for ECDLP to break the KEX:
it computes the private key from epkch or epksh in
order to recover the ephemeral private key;

3) use one of the recovered private keys to derive
the symmetrical keys, using the TLS Key Schedule
[3] (Section 7), and then decrypt the authenti-
cation messages (which contains Certificate,
CertificateVerify, and Finished); and

4) use one of the alternatives to attack the
Certificate message and return the certificate
private key:
– use Shor’s algorithm or adiabatic QC to solve the

factorization problem on the RSA public key; or
– use Shor for ECDLP on the public key based on

elliptic curves.
• Mutual Authentication: same as for server authenti-

cation mode, but the attacker can choose to imperson-

ate server or client. The main difference is the target
Certificate message (from the server or client).

• Post-Handshake Auth.: impersonate the server is similar
to the previous modes, but to impersonate client:

1) check the presence of post_handshake_auth
extension;

2) use the steps 1-2 of the Certificate-based authenti-
cation (server);

3) decrypt the communication using the
recovered symmetric keys, searching for the
CertificateRequest message; and

4) use one of the alternatives to attack the client’s
Certificate message and return the private key:
– solve the factorization problem with Shor’s algo-

rithm or adiabatic QC; or
– use Shor for ECDLP instead.

• PSK-based resumption: similar steps as used for server
authentication mode, but the steps should be applied
to the First Handshake. Having the PSK information,
the attacker can impersonate both peers. However, PSKs
duration time can be limited up to 7 days [3], so, the
attack window is limited.

Applying these methods to impersonate a client, the threat
actor can pretend to be another person to the server, getting
access to confidential information. Impersonating the server
makes a client or a set of clients think they are sending data
to a trustworthy server, who is receiving confidential data from
the users. When the threat actor applies these methods to break
confidentiality, it is possible that the attacker only listens to the
communication channel or actively communicate to the other
side, in both ways, causing harm to the victim.

V. RESOURCES FOR A SNDL ATTACK

If the threat actor decides to store packets now to decrypt
in the post-quantum era, the attacker will face the problem of
storing days, weeks, months, or years of information. Table III
brings expected storage cost for SNDL attacks against some
of the most accesses websites worldwide. The packets were
collected with Wireshark using the URL’s IP address as a
filter, filtering all the connection between a logged user and
the server, simulating a man in the middle attack.

TABLE III. Estimating the SNDL storage requirements.

Site 1 h of captured
packets (MB)

Expected Storage
Cost for 24 h (GB)

Expected Storage
Cost for 1 y (TB)

instagram.com 835.4 19.6 7
youtube.com 723.7 17 6
amazon.com 272.6 6.4 2.3
gmail.com 124.8 2.9 1

As it is possible to infer, SNDL attacks require a large
amount of storage, depending on the nature of the content
to be captured, the timespan of the capture, and the number
of victims. Table III considers the attack against a single
victim, for more victims the expected value is multiplied by
the number of victims. E.g., to store 1 y of packets from 200
GMail users the necessary storage would be 200 × 1 TB =
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200 TB; and from Amazon users the storage would be 200 ×
2.3 TB = 460 TB. Of course this number cannot be exact, due
to different navigation profiles, but it is approximate.

VI. MITIGATION AND DISCUSSION

Quantum cryptography is the use of quantum physics to
create a different class of cryptography. The simplest example
is the use of quantum superposition in order to provide a
perfectly random number, but the most common example in
this class is the Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) [25][26].
The most known QKD protocol is BB84 [27], but there are
many others, as can be found on [28].

• Pros of implementing QKD:
– the mathematics of quantum mechanics guarantees

the key exchange is perfectly secure; and
– the no-copy property of quantum mechanics ensures

there will be no man-in-the-middle attack, because a
measurement of the system would modify it.

• Cons of implementing QKD:
– the no-copy property makes it impossible to re-rout

or broadcast a qubit, making it necessary to develop
special network channels and hardware for QKD;

– it is affected by decoherence and longer travels might
be impossible. Most of the current QKD systems do
not allow travels further than 200 km [28]; and

– implementation cost immensely for large networks.
Making it a viable solution only for limited use cases.

Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQC) rely on mathematics
running on classical devices that are not easily solvable
by a QC. NIST announced in 2022 four PQC algorithms
promised to be quantum-safe: CRYSTALS-Kyber [29], a
key-encapsulation mechanism that can be used to establish
symmetric keys for TLS or other protocols; CRYSTALS-
Dilithium [30], a digital signature algorithm; Falcon [31],
another method for digital signatures; and SPHINCS+ [32],
a hash-based digital signature algorithm. There is also the
Open Quantum Safe Project, an open-source project created
to evaluate PQC candidates and to prototype their use in
protocols like TLS 1.3 [33].

• Pros of implementing PQC:
– a more viable solution for KEX than QKD; and
– there are also implementations for digital signatures.

• Cons of implementing PQC:
– PQC algorithms have been tested for years, but it is

still impossible to tell for how long they will remain
unbreakable [28]; and

– most of the existent PQC algorithms are slower or
require larger keys than the most common classical
algorithms for KEX or digital signature, impacting
in slower page loads and a risk of packet loss.

There are also hybrid implementations that combine a pre-
quantum cryptography with a post-quantum one. To exemplify,
a hybrid KEX scheme can be achieved by combining the
output of a pre-quantum algorithm and a post-quantum one

with an XOR operation. An example of how it could be applied
in TLS 1.3 can be found at [34]. For the case of a hybrid digital
signature, it is possible to create two signatures, one with a
pre-quantum algorithm and another with a post-quantum one
[35].

Some newer implementations also tackle the problem by us-
ing Post-Quantum Key-Encapsulation Mechanisms (PQKEM)
[36] or lattice-based cryptography [37].

Other than the previous presented alternatives, there are
approaches that are not a definitive solution, but can make
the attacker give up on the attack by diminishing the return or
raising the investment. From Section 3, it is possible to infer
that the key length influences both the number of gates and
the number of qubits needed for decryption, also, each gate
consumes a certain amount of processing time. The number of
qubits and the processing time can raise the attack cost, and
further, a very long key may make the attack time longer than
the coherence time, turning the attack impractical. E.g., using
a QC to break RSA would be impractical if the key length is
8 KB [38].

The Extended Triple Diffie-Hellman (X3DH) key agreement
protocol [39], present in the Signal protocol, provide multiple
key exchanges in parallel, what can drive up the attack require-
ments, since the QC ought to be used for each encryption layer.
Other algorithms like this, that add new encryption layers,
might be a good idea, or tunneling a TLS connection to another
encrypted Virtual Private Network (VPN) [25].

Diminishing the attack return can be achieved by dimin-
ishing the amount of data recovered on each attack, making
it necessary to perform the same attack multiple times or
conforming to have limited information extracted. Security
controls such as Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) and Post
Compromise Security (PCS) can limit the attacker’s access to
information [25]. Other examples are the Double Ratchet key
management algorithm [40] also present in the Signal protocol,
and short-term certificates like the one present in the ACME
protocol [41]. Short-term certificates are a good mitigation
due to the short attack window available to both break the
certificate’s algorithm and, consequently, impersonate.

SNDL attacks are more urgent, since malicious individuals
might be storing information now to decrypt later. A way
for an organization to decide a good moment to migrate to
quantum safe cryptography is given by [8]. Also, the company
has to be aware of social engineering attacks, because, as
Table III portrayed, the amount of storage necessary for SNDL
attacks is huge, and the threat actor may use social engineering
to better filter which packets on which specific date to collect.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper exposed the threat of QC on TLS 1.3, pre-
senting: existing quantum algorithms for an attack against
PKC, and achievements on practical implementations of these
algorithms; detailed steps to perform a quantum attack against
the PKC in different TLS 1.3 handshake modes; approximate
storage requirements for a practical SNDL attack; existing and
new mitigation methods to avoid such attacks.
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Section III brought different implementations of Shor’s
algorithm and adiabatic alternatives, but no adiabatic im-
plementation for the ECDLP were found. As showed in
Section III, the adiabatic implementations are outperforming
on the factorization, and not having an adiabatic alternative
for the ECDLP can delay the threat to TLS in some years.

Section IV exposed threat actors and the steps necessary
to attack PKC in TLS 1.3. From Section VI, KEX can be
done securely with QKD, at the cost of a large investment
and research, making PQC and hybrid solutions a more viable
way to achieve KEX and digital signatures, however, at the
cost of losing performance. Section VI also presented more
immediate forms of mitigation that can be implemented before
changing drastically the TLS 1.3 infrastructure.

SNDL attacks are a more immediate threat, but, as Sec-
tion V showed, they require a huge amount of storage. As a
sidenote: it is important to notice SNDL is a threat not limited
to the advent of QC, since technology naturally evolves.

Future work to complement this one can be done by
studying different attacks against TLS 1.3.
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